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PHILIP BLAIRMAN (1896/97–1972):  AN EARLY 
COLLECTOR OF VICTORIAN FURNITURE

Before World War II, but in the wake of collectors including Gerald Wellesley, Albert
Richardson and Edward Knoblock, the antique dealer Philip Blairman was seriously
promoting Regency-period design at a time when conventional wisdom, in the trade at
least, still regarded post-1800 production as worthy of scant consideration. What is perhaps
less well known is my grandfather’s early interest in furniture from the Victorian era. The
recent discovery of some purchase records show that Philip Blairman was buying Victorian
furniture from around 1952. What was he buying, from whom, and why?
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There had been a Victorian Exhibition in 1931, and an Edwardian Festival Exhibition in
1951. But far the most significant reappraisal was the V&A’s seminal exhibition ‘Victorian
& Edwardian Decorative Arts’ (1952), organised by their pioneering, long-since disbanded
and much missed Circulation Department. Although this ambitious V&A show included
‘only objects that [could] be authoritatively attributed to leading Victorian and Edwardian
designers’, it is tempting to postulate that it was this event that once again piqued my
grandfather’s curiosity. Charles and Lavinia Handley-Read were, over the next two
decades, to make the most significant early accumulation of innovative Victorian and
Edwardian decorative arts, before their untimely deaths in 1971, but Philip Blairman was
pursuing the period in a different and more modest way.

Among those from whom Philip Blairman sourced this Victorian furniture were many of
the intermediary dealers who, at the time, fed the West End trade; firms such as Bly of
Tring, Anderson of Welshpool, Oliver of Guilford, Blanchard of Winchester and 
C. Fredericks, Jas. A. Lewis, H. C. Baxter and the now highly esteemed Pelham Galleries,
all based in London.

The earliest recorded purchase, on 6 August 1952, was of ‘6 rosewood chairs’ for £19
from Randolph of Broadway (A. Randolph Brett). Significantly, it transpires, two chairs
went to his daughter Jacqueline Pinto and the other four to his son John Blairman. Over the
next ten years successive purchases were made for Jacqueline, John, for Wendy Levy (my
mother) and in the name of Mrs Blairman (Philip’s wife and my grandmother). Although
my grandfather still had a few of these pieces in his flat in Cadogan Square at the end of
his life, including a small octagon table now attributed to Edward Holmes Baldock, the vast
majority of these acquisitions were made to furnish the homes of three of his four children.
The choices reflect not the wide-ranging explorations of the Handley-Reads, but a more
conventional attempt to find objects that, although from later in the nineteenth century,
retained those elements of ‘polite taste’ that characterised the stocks of London’s West End
antique dealers during the 1950s and 1960s.

My parents married in 1952 and over the
next decade furnished first their flat, and
later the house in which I was brought up
with my grandfather’s purchases; they
were never themselves truly ‘collectors’. As
a seven- or eight-year-old, I can remember
a photographer shrouded under a black
cloth behind a heavy wooden tripod taking
photographs for Symonds & Whineray.
Much of this furniture remains in the
family, some now on loan at Down House
(English Heritage). Two chairs of a pattern
used in Queen Victoria’s ‘Retiring Room at
the Crystal Palace’ (Symonds & Whineray,
pls 270 and 276) are on loan at Leighton
House; these were bought from Pelham
Galleries (Henry, Ernest and Leonard
Rubin) on 22 July 1953 for £32.

Little more is known now about most of
this furniture than at the time it was
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bought. Today, we might date the work table acquired in August 1954 from Pelham
Galleries for £48 and now on loan at Down House (Symonds & Whineray, pl. 173) earlier
than sug gested, and perhaps make an attribution to Gillow. And the chess/work table (Fig.
1) can now be attributed to William Smee of Finsbury Pavement, London. But in the main,
the étagères, chairs, and carved and inlaid occasional tables remain the anonymous
production of skilled cabinet-makers supplying the demands of the rapidly increasing
middle class market. Six ‘balloon-back’ chairs purchased 6 September 1952 for £42.10s from
Michael Brett of Broadway (Symonds & Whineray, pl. 182) are, however, identical to a pair
in an American private collection labelled ‘John Sharpe & Co/Practical Cabinet Makers &
Upholsterers/14a, Oxford Road, Leicester’.

An objective assessment might infer that this furniture, accumulated during the 1950s,
represents little more than the better end of Victorian conventional manufacture, as
opposed to the mass-produced and poorly finished furniture that drove the creations of the
period from view during the first five decades of the twentieth century. Nonetheless, Philip
Blairman was making, once again, a concerted effort to see the merit in furniture of a
hitherto largely neglected type. 

Martin P. Levy 

FUTURE SOCIETY EVENTS

bookings

For places on all visits please apply to the Events Secretary Anne-Marie Bannister, Bricket
House, 90 Mount Pleasant Lane, Bricket Wood, St Albans, Herts., AL2 3XD. Tel. 07775
907390 enclosing a separate cheque and separate stamped addressed envelope for each
event using the enclosed booking form. Some advance event information (including
weekends) will be available by email, please email the Events Secretary or send your email
address with your application: NB. PLEASE NOTE NEW EVENTS E-MAIL ADDRESS:
events@furniturehistorysociety.org. 

Applications should only be made by members who intend to take part in the whole
programme. No one can apply for more than one place unless they hold a joint member -
ship, and each applicant should be identified by name. If you wish to be placed on the
waiting list please enclose a telephone number where you can reached. Please note that a
closing date for applications for all visits is printed in the Newsletter. Applications made
after the closing date will be accepted only if space is still available.

Bookings will hopefully be possible via our new website as soon as the facility is fully
implemented but for the time being please continue to proceed as above. 

cancellations

Please note that no refunds will be given for cancellations for occasional visits costing
£10.00 or less. In all other cases, cancellations will be accepted up to seven days before the
date of a visit, but refunds will be subject to a £5.00 deduction for administrative costs.
Separate arrangements are made for study weekends and foreign tours and terms are
clearly stated on the printed details in each case.

N.B. PLEASE REMEMBER TO SEND SUFFICIENT STAMPED, SELF-ADDRESSED
ENVELOPES FOR ALL APPLICATIONS, INCLUDING REQUESTS FOR DETAILS OF
FOREIGN TOURS AND STUDY WEEKENDS. PLEASE ENSURE THERE IS SUFFICIENT
POSTAGE ON YOUR SAE AS WELL AS YOUR APPLICATION/BLUE FORM
ENVELOPE.
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Events Committee
The Events Committee has always been highly active on behalf of members. 2013 sees a
new Events Secretary, Anne-Marie Bannister and a new Chairman of the Committee, Sarah
Medlam. With this changeover, the committee would like to remind all members of the
importance in passing on ideas, information and suggestions to us. We are grateful to those
who give us advance news of exhibitions or events in the UK or throughout the world, or
who alert us to private houses that might host a visit by the society. Do e-mail or phone the
Events Secretary with any such ideas. This year, because of changes to plans at a late stage,
there will be no spring weekend, but plans are already well ahead for the autumn weekend
in Sussex (see below). Details of future events will also be posted on the new website as
soon as possible.

Sarah Medlam (Chairman)

The 37th Annual Symposium of the Furniture History Society 
The Wallace Collection, Hertford House, Manchester Square, London W1

Saturday 9 March 2013, 10.00 am – 5.00 pm

The Architect as Furniture Designer
The subject of architects designing furniture, for their own buildings or for commercial sale,
was first investigated by Charles Handley-Read in the 1960s in his researches into 
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Design for a bookcase by John Buonarrotti Papworth, 1831. RIBA Library Drawings & Archives Collection
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19th-century architects and interiors. However, there have been few attempts to take a
broad look at the subject since the exhibition and associated catalogue by Jill Lever in the
RIBA Heinz Gallery in 1982. This symposium brings together a number of distinguished
scholars and curators to speak on architects from the eighteenth to the twenty-first
centuries and their moveable contributions to the interiors of their buildings. The sessions
will be chaired by Charles Hind, Chief Curator, RIBA Library and Julius Bryant, Keeper of
the Word and Image Department, Victoria and Albert Museum.
10.00 – 10.25 am Registration & Coffee
10.25 – 10.30 am Welcome (Simon Jervis)
10.30 – 10.40 am Introduction by Charles Hind
10.40 – 11.05 am Dr Susan Weber, Director, Bard Graduate Center, New York

The Furniture of William Kent
11.10 – 11.30 am John Harris, Curator Emeritus, Drawings Collection, RIBA Library

Sir William Chambers and the French Connection
11.35 – 11.55 am Dr James Yorke, Furniture Historian

H. W. Inwood (1794–1843), the Erectheion and the Grecian furniture of 
St Pancras Church

12.00 – 12.25 pm Max Donnelly, Curator of 19th Century Furniture, Victoria and Albert
Museum
John Pollard Seddon and the Medieval Court of 1862

12.25 – 12.55 pm Q&A chaired by Charles Hind
1.00 – 1.55 pm Lunch
2.00 – 2.30 pm Matthew Williams, Curator, Cardiff Castle

William Burges and the Marquess of Bute — the furniture at Cardiff Castle
and Castell Coch

2.35 – 3.00 pm Dr Irena Murray, Sir Banister Fletcher Director and Research Director,
British Architectural Library
Modern Movement Furniture in Central Europe between the two World Wars

3.05 – 3.25 pm Dr Alan Powers, School of Architecture, Design and Construction,
University of Greenwich
The furniture of Raymond Erith (1904–73)

3.30 – 4.00 pm Abraham Thomas, Curator of Designs, Victoria and Albert Museum
Contemporary Architects and Limited Edition Furniture

4.05 – 4.25 pm Q&A chaired by Julius Bryant
4.25 – 4.30 pm General Thanks (Simon Jervis)
4.35 – 5.00 pm Tea/Coffee available

Tickets must be purchased in advance and early booking is recommended. 

Fee: £40 for FHS and RIBA members (£35 for FHS/RIBA student members and FHS/RIBA
OAP’s) 

All non-members £45. Ticket price includes morning coffee and afternoon tea. 

A light lunch will be available for FHS members in the Meeting Room at the Wallace
Collection at a cost of £20 to include a glass of wine. Tickets for lunch must be purchased
at least 7 days in advance from the Events Secretary. The Wallace Collection Restaurant will
be open for bookings (Tel: 0207 563 9505) and there are plenty of local cafes/restaurants. 

All ticket bookings must be made via the Events Secretary, email
events@furniturehistorysociety.org. Tel. 07775 907390 
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Sussex Study Weekend
Friday 6 – Sunday 8 September 2013

Based at West Dean, participants will have the opportunity to visit the restoration work -
shops for Furniture, Clocks and Metalwork with the expert tutors and see work in hand in
addition to viewing the interiors and furnishings collected by Edward James. We will enjoy
a private visit to Goodwood House with the curator James Peill and Curator Emeritus
Rosemary Baird. We will also have the privilege of private visits to Knepp Castle and
Parham and we hope to visit Petworth House. We will visit the Bishop’s Palace, Chichester
Cathedral with its spectacular painted Tudor ceiling and early English oak furniture by
kind permission of the Bishop of Chichester, the Cathedral Treasury with its fine collection
of English medieval parish chests and there will be an early evening reception and supper
at Pallant House, Chichester. The weekend will be led by Tessa Murdoch, Victoria and
Albert Museum and James Rothwell, National Trust.

Full details, including further visits and costs, are still being finalised but will be confirmed
in the May newsletter and posted on the FHS website as soon as available. Please register
your interest by e-mail, or by using the blue form as usual and you will be contacted once
plans are confirmed. 

OCCASIONAL VISITS 

Apsley House,  London W1
Thursday 14 February 2013, 2.00 pm – 4.30 pm

This event is now fully subscribed.

Burghley House,  Stamford, Lincolnshire
Wednesday 27 February 2013, 10.30 am – 4.30 pm 

This event is now fully subscribed.

The National Liberal Club,  Whitehall Place, London SW1A 2HE
Tuesday 19 March 2013, 2.00 pm – 4.30 pm

Led by FHS member Ronald Porter and Club Secretary Simon J. Roberts, the group will
enjoy a tour of this Grade 1 listed building which was designed by Waterhouse. Stunning
interiors including staircase and fine furniture, much of it also designed by Alfred Water -
house (1864–7). Also a fine collection of silver, portraits and busts, plus the Savage Club.
Illustrious members include Gladstone, who opened the building and Winston Churchill.
Following the tour the group will enjoy full afternoon tea in the Club Dining Room.

£25 per head to include full afternoon tea  Limit: 20 people

Closing Date for applications: 5 March 2013

Wallace Collection, Manchester Square, London W1
Formerly Thursday 21 March 2013

Changing Attitudes . . . the importance of copies in the Wallace Collection
This event is now fully subscribed but please note that due to circumstances beyond the
FHS’s control the date has had to be re-scheduled to Thursday 18 April 2013 10.00–11.30 am.
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Hampton Court,  Middlesex — ‘Secrets of the Royal Bedchamber’
Exhibition
Wednesday 5 June 2013 10.00 am – 3.30 pm approx.

Hampton Court is home to a unique,
and highly important collection of
royal beds, which date from the late
17th to the late 18th centuries. Led By
Deputy Curator Sebastian Edwards
and FHS Council member and Tex -
tile Specialist Annabel Westman, we
will enjoy a special tour of the first
ever exhibition devoted to these
extra  ordinary historic objects. The
exhi bi tion marks the culmination of
many decades of pioneering con -
serva tion work, and new research
into the seven royal- and state-beds,
their associ ated bedchambers and
lodg ings.

The highlights of the exhibition
include the infamous ‘warming pan’
bed, at the heart of the story of the
‘Glorious Revolution’, Queen Anne’s
magnificent velvet bed — on show
after several years of conservation 
by Historic Royal Palaces’ conserva -
tors — and Queen Charlotte’s
elegant embroidered bed, which
rivals any of the fripperies created
for her contemporary, Queen Marie-
Antoinette. We will enjoy a special
trip up into the attics for a close view
of Charles II’s gilded bed rail, a rare
remnant of his bedchamber at the
long-lost palace of Whitehall. The
exhibition takes place throughout 
the Queen’s Apartments of the
palace, created for Mary II, Queen
Anne and Queen Caroline. After
lunch Sebastian Edwards and
Annabel Westman will also lead us
on a tour of the Apartments of
William III.

Cost per head: £30 including
sandwich lunch

Limit:  20 members 

Closing date for applications: 
29 March 2013
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Queen Mary of Modena’s ‘warming pan’ bed

Inside the tester of Queen Charlotte’s bed
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The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge

Monday 17 June 2013, 10.30 am – 4.30 pm

The Fitzwilliam Museum houses a diverse collection of British and European furniture
from the 17th to 21st centuries. Highlights include important pieces by or firmly attributed
to André-Charles Boulle, William Vile, Pierre Langlois, Mayhew & Ince, George Bullock,
Percier & Fontaine, Morris and Rossetti, and Wales & Wales. We will have the opportunity
for close study of these and other pieces, together with some puzzling objects that will
doubtless provoke lively debate. The Curator of Applied Arts, Dr Victoria Avery, has
kindly agreed to lead this visit, with the assistance of Nicholas Goodison, the Museum’s
Honorary Curator of Furniture, Simon Jervis, the former Director and Lucy Wood.

Cost: £25 per person (for tea/coffee upon arrival and sandwich lunch)

Limit: 15 members

Closing date for applications: 29 March 2013

Ashmolean Satellite Museum & Gordon Russell Museum, Broadway

Monday 15 July 2013. Full details to appear in the May Newsletter

OVERSEAS EVENTS 

Rome 

Thursday 11 – Sunday 14 April 2013

This event is now fully subscribed.

OTHER NOTICES

Please note that these are not organised by the Furniture History Society. Information/
booking instructions will be found under individual items.

Somerset Art Fund Lecture:  David Jones, The ‘Scotch Myths’ re-visited —
A new interpretation of Scottish Furniture from William Mathie to Charles Rennie
Mackintosh

Sunday 3 March, 2013 at 2.30 pm 

The Warehouse Theatre, Illminster, TA19 9AD. Tickets at £12 per head for each member or
guest which will include tea after the lecture. Please apply to Hilary Younger, Shephards,
Gasper, Stourton, BA12 6PY enclosing sae or enquiries to hmgyounger@aol.com or 01747
841559.

Exhibition: Folded Beauty: Masterpieces in Linen by Joan Sallas,
Holburne Museum, Bath

2 February to 28 April 2013
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An extraordinary exhibition of the lost art of
linen folding that once graced the dining
tables of Kings and Emperors in the seven -
teenth century. Much more than simply
folded napkins, this exhibition will include
animals, flowers and even miniature build -
ings and fountains all made from intricately
starched and folded linen. This is the first
time Joan Sallas’s remarkable work has been
shown in England. The exhibition will then
travel to Waddesdon Manor for the Summer.

Exhibition: Sacred Stitches:  Ecclesiastical Textiles in the
Rothschild Collection, Waddesdon Manor, near Aylesbury,
Buckinghamshire

27 March – 27 October 2013

Drawn entirely from the stored collections at Waddesdon, rare fragments of ecclesiastical
textiles, dating from c. 1400 to the late 1700s, will be assembled for the first time in a special
exhibition which explores the intricate techniques employed to glorify God using silk and
metal thread. It is also a little-known aspect of Rothschild collecting.

Making And Meaning:  Furniture Symposium at the V&A

Friday 17 May 2013

The V&A’s recently opened Furniture Gallery focuses on the methods of making and deco -
rating furniture from the 15th century to the present day. This symposium takes making
and materials as its starting point but aims to reveal the wider cultures and meaning of
furniture. Speakers include Carolyn Sargentson, Adam Bowett, Christopher Wilk, Joris
Laarman, Gareth Neal and other leading designers and makers.

For the full programme (available from February), and booking information visit the V&A
website: www.vam.ac.uk (conferences and symposia).

Request for information: Coromandel lacquer

I am researching a late 17th-century mirror frame in the V&A collection which is veneered
in Chinese ‘Coromandel’ lacquer, now displayed in the Dr Susan Weber Gallery. I have so
far found only two comparable mirrors, those at Boughton House and Ham House. I would
be grateful if members would let me know of any other mirrors, table tops or cabinets made
in Britain before about 1710 and veneered in imported Coromandel lacquer. Please contact:
Kate Hay, Department of Furniture, Textiles and Fashion, V&A (k.hay@vam.ac.uk)

End of Post-Doctoral Fellowship Seminar:  Change or Damage?
Effect of Climate on Decorative Furniture Surfaces in Historic Properties

19 April 2013, University College London

Since May 2010, Change or Damage? has researched the effect display environments have on
veneer and marquetry furniture surfaces. This half-day, end of project seminar will discuss
the findings from Change or Damage? and how these can be used to improve collections
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manage ment. The seminar will also provide the opportunity to see the laboratory test
samples and analytical techniques in practice. 

Refreshments will be provided during the seminar, which is free of charge to attend, how -
ever places are limited to 50 people. If you are interested in attending please contact Naomi
Luxford, email: n.luxford@ucl.ac.uk

British Picture Framemakers,  1610–1950 New Edition

A revised and substantially expanded 3rd edition of this online resource has just gone
online on the National Portrait Gallery website. This dictionary resource has doubled in
size since first launched in 2007. Thirty-five additional makers have now been added and
the starting point for coverage taken back to about 1610. Although most entries have been
researched and written by Jacob Simon, this new edition also features articles by Lynn
Roberts and Edward Town. Further contributions would be welcome.

REPORTS ON THE SOCIETY’S EVENTS

Annual Lecture — Duncan Phyfe, Master Cabinetmaker in New York,  
Peter M. Kenney — 30 October 2012

Unfortunately this event had to be cancelled at the last moment. Mr Kenney was unable to
fly from New York to London due to the severe travel disruption caused by Hurricane
Sandy. 

Frogmore House,  Windsor,  19 September 2012

The FHS group met at Windsor and Eton Riverside station and were taken by coach to
Frogmore, to be shown round by Rufus Bird, Deputy Surveyor of The Queen’s Works of
Art. At the foot of James Wyatt’s imperial staircase, he explained that Frogmore was trans -
formed for Queen Charlotte in the 1790s by Wyatt. He refaced the late-seventeenth-century
house in white stucco, adding a colonnade to the garden front and terminating it at either
end in a single-storey extension. In 1804 Wyatt added a tall, bow-fronted room at each end,
with a lower room beyond. The exterior today appears much as it did in Queen Charlotte’s
time, but the interior bears the imprint of Queen Victoria’s mother, the Duchess of Kent,
who lived in the house from 1841 to 1861, and of Queen Mary, who arranged it between the
wars as ‘a family souvenir museum as well as a museum of bygones and of interesting odds
and ends.’ The 1980s restoration had to take these three different periods into account. On
the stairs we passed two murals from the Aeneid by Louis Laguerre for the seventeenth-
century house, rediscovered in the 1980s. In the Cross Gallery on the first floor, we found
flower decoration on the walls by Princess Elizabeth, third daughter of George III , but a
Brussels carpet based on a design of 1850. The next two rooms, back on the ground floor,
the Flower Room and the Black Museum, were among those arranged by Queen Mary, the
first with wax and silk flowers under glass domes, the second with lacquered black papier
mâché furniture. The Duchess of Kent’s Sitting Room, which followed, was early-Victorian,
rather Victorian Revival, with a surprisingly successful colour scheme of pale lilac walls
combined with yellow silk curtains. The Green Pavilion Room, which came next and corre -
sponded to the initial north extension by Wyatt, had been arranged to correspond as closely
as possible to the watercolour for Pyne’s Royal Residences; the restoration involved the
making of elaborate draped curtains, combining green silk pelmet drapes with curtains of
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floral chintz on a deep-pink ground. Either side of the door into the Colonnade beyond, a
pair of semi-circular console tables showed tops inset with flower watercolours by Princess
Elizabeth, while the adjoining Charlotte Closet, was symmetrically hung with drawings by
Princess Elizabeth’s eldest sister, the Princess Royal, together with examples of
Ludwigsburg porcelain which she painted herself. 

The Colonnade, running the full width of the original house, had decoration based on a
water colour of 1861, but the Mary Moser Room next door retained a ceiling with flower
garlands and flower pendants on the walls painted by Moser for Queen Charlotte in the
mid-1790s. The Duchess of Kent’s Drawing Room beyond had grey, gold and silver panel -
ling begun in 1860, although Wyatt’s frieze and cornice of c.1804 could still be discerned
between the panelling and the diaper-patterned Victorian ceiling cove above. The contents
of Queen Charlotte’s Library, noted for its books on botany, which occupied the southern -
most room of the garden front, were sold after the Queen’s death in 1818. The room was
later the Duchess of Kent’s Dining Room, but in 1997, after the decommissioning of H.M.
Yacht Britannia, was rearranged by The Duke of Edinburgh to commemorate the interior
of that vessel and its history.

Our thanks go to Rufus Bird for generously providing his expertise afternoon during our
visit.

Peter Hughes

The Wernher Collection at Ranger’s House, London, 3 October 2012

Assembled by Sir Julius Wernher (1850–1912), who made his fortune in the South African
diamond trade, the Wernher Collection comprises furniture and decorative arts once
displayed in Bath House, Piccadilly, and at Luton Hoo, Bedfordshire, purchased by
Wernher in 1903. Following the death of Lady Wernher in 1945, the collection moved to
Luton Hoo and opened to the public in 1950. Many treasures were dispersed in sales at
Sotheby’s and Christie’s in 1995 and 2000, and Luton Hoo was sold in 1997. However, since
1981, the core collection has been protected by a charitable trust, the Wernher Foundation,
and has been on loan to English Heritage and displayed at Ranger’s House (built around
1700) since 2002. 

As the house was closed to the public, our group had privileged access to the furniture
and interiors. A mechanical cabinet by Jean-François Oeben was of particular interest.
Made between 1750 and 1755, there is another, almost identical cabinet in the Louvre. We
had the chance to look underneath to see the large weights that operate the rising bookcase,
with its silk-lined compartments and Chantilly porcelain containers. Also stamped by Jean-
François Leleu, it is possible that he added the drawer and carrying handles towards the
end of the 18th century. 

The cabinet was a Christmas gift to Wernher from the collector, Jules Porgès, Wernher’s
employer and friend, in 1874. Sent to Wernher’s corrugated-iron bungalow in Kimberley,
the cabinet arrived with operating instructions provided by the London firm of Henry 
J. Hatfield, which may have restored it. We marvelled at how such an exquisite piece of
furniture survived in the South African climate, and it is thought that this gift inspired
Wernher’s collecting on his return to England.

Following his marriage to Alice Mankiewicz (known as Birdie) in 1888, Wernher com -
missioned the Paris firm of Georges Hoentschel to furnish his houses. While providing
some original 18th-century furniture, Hoentschel also supplied items made in 18th-century
style. We saw a gilt-wood chair in the Dressing Room, formerly in the ballroom at Luton
Hoo, thought by Ulrich Leben, currently working on a Hoentschel exhibition for the Bard
Graduate Center, to be part of this commission. 
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A pair of japanned commodes in the Entrance Hall sparked lively discussion, as their
18th-century shape belied many features which suggested that either they were 
19th-century fakes or made ‘in the style of’ the 18th century for collectors like Wernher who
were mostly concerned with furnishing houses, and not necessarily intent on acquiring ‘the
real thing’. By contrast, it was interesting to see the only piece of furniture indigenous to
Ranger’s House, a collector’s cabinet by George Bullock. It was presented by Queen
Charlotte to Princess Sophia Matilda, resident from 1815 to 1844, and acquired by English
Heritage in 1995. 

We would like to thank Curators, Annie Kemkaran-Smith and Treve Rosoman of English
Heritage, and Dr Eleanor Tollfree, formerly at the Wallace Collection, for their fascinating
insights into the history of Ranger’s House and the Wernher Collection. We are also
grateful to retiring Events Secretary, Sara Heaton, for organising the visit.

Rachel Boak

Longleat,  19 October 2012

The whole group convened in the Green Library (one of seven in the house) for a brief
introduction by Dr Kate Harris, Curator and Archivist to the 8th Marquis of Bath, to the
ongoing major conservation projects: the restoration of the marquetry on the shutters and
doors from the John Dibblee Crace interiors (1874–1882) and the reintroduction of the
textile component to these extensive 19th-century Italian Renaissance style interiors — part
of a rethinking of the presentation of the house in order to enliven and refocus on the
Victorian Interiors. We then split into two groups, one led by Dr Harris and Sarah Medlam
from the V&A and the other by Ruth Jones, the House Manager and William Lorimer from
Christie’s London, for our morning visit to the East Wing and the State Rooms. Each room
proved to have more than one fascinating piece of furniture so unfortunately the paintings,
silver, ceramics and even the interior decoration could not be the focus our attention as we
had so much furniture ground to cover.

In the State Dining Room we were privileged to be able to closely examine two large
Louis XIII ebony cabinets with wonderful carving on the exterior doors, interesting hinges
and lock plates and elaborate carved, inlaid and gilded architectural central interiors. They
were acquired by the 4th Marquis of Bath (1831–1896) probably in the 1850s or 1860s when
this type of furniture was in vogue. The 4th Marquis who later hired Crace was responsible
for acquiring much of the Italian furniture in the house including several side tables with
inlaid marble tops. As we progressed around the house we did discuss how and when the
various and varied collections and objects might have entered the house. In the Saloon we
compared two mid-18th century elaborately carved and gilded throne chairs originally
thought to be Venetian but now considered to be from the Low Countries. The Saloon also
includes a suite of giltwood furniture by Morel and Hughes and a magnificent set of 
16th-century tapestries into which the 4th Marquis inserted his own coat-of-arms. The State
Drawing Room gave us the opportunity to look at a French desk once owned by the French
diplomat Tallyrand (1754–1838) and to compare it to a print of Tallyrand at this actual desk
and discover that the legs have been cut down at some point. 

In the Prince of Wales Bedroom we closely examined a fine Japanese lacquer cabinet
which meant that as we progressed around the house encountering numerous other
lacquer cabinets we were able to distinguish the differences between Japanese and Chinese
and lacquer of various qualities. The highlight of the Music Room was a rare, large pier
glass in two parts with exquisite bevelling with blue and red glass armorial framing and
the arms of the 1st Marquis at the top, probably from the Vauxhall Factory around 1710. 
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In the Ante Library we were intrigued by a suite of Italian furniture writhing with snakes
including an oval table, side chairs and settees. Michael Angelo Pergolesi was mentioned
as a possible designer. The Red Library gave us the opportunity to compare a bureau maza -
rin in the style of Andre-Charles Boulle (1642–1732) with ivory and ebony stripped edging
to one firmly attributed to Boulle. This desk was the height of luxury and exemplifies the
skills of a great master, inlaid with amazing pewter and blue tortoiseshell marquetry simu -
la ting lapis lazuli, and with magnificent mounts. Some years ago it was accepted in lieu of
inheritance tax, was allocated to the V&A but continues to be shown here in recognition of
its importance within these collections. The Lower Dining Room included a large group of
profusely carved ebony chairs with inlaid ivory eyes from the Coromandel Coast from the
second half of the 17th century. In the Lower Servery we were awed by the large group of
extraordinary Meissen animals, including an elephant and lion, made for the Japanese
Palace in Dresden in the 1730s and which were first listed at Longleat in 1869, a gift to the
3rd Marchioness from her sister.

In the afternoon the Group was led by way of Wyatville’s Grand Staircase to Bishop
Thomas Ken’s Library; en route our guide, Dr Kate Harris, Curator and Archivist to
Alexander, 8th Marquess of Bath, pointed out the hall lantern, formerly in the Chapel, now
the Billiard Room, one of eight supplied by Desmalter, and a pair of oak daybeds designed
by George Oakley. The highlight of the library with its late 17th-century book presses
installed during the period of the 1st Marquis was a volume of watercolours by Mary
Master, Lady Cartaret, that show Wyatville’s ‘Baronial’ and spare interiors. These water -
colours together with a series of late 19th-century photographs showing the Crace Italian -
ate room schemes and the 19th-century household inventories are an invaluable resource
for the curatorial team in their presentation of the rooms, for example, the Dutch Gallery
watercolour shows the lacquer cabinets on stands and part of the superb 18th-century suite
of crimson damask upholstered seat-furniture attributed to Paul Saunders. Furniture of
interest in the Library included a ‘Universal’ desk by Wright & Elwick, and a pair of oak
metamorphic chairs by Morgan & Saunders. The tour then progressed along the Attic
passages to the extraordinary world of Lord Bath and his extensive original artwork. An
18th-century upholstered sofa with Gothic tracery supports at the entrance to the passages
is almost certainly part of the suite of dining room chairs presently in the Small Dining
Room on the lower floor. Every inch of wall space in the contemporary refurbished apart -
ments in the West Wing now used by Lord Weymouth, the son and heir, and his family, is
covered with Lord Bath’s murals which are mounted on panels secured to the walls; each
work is named, ‘Underwater Fantasy’, ‘Nightmare Fantasy’ and ‘Daytime Fantasy’. Addi -
tion ally, every room in this suite is decorated with Indo-Islamic inspired mosaic ceiling
panels designed by Lord Bath’s nephew. In this suite of rooms there are a number of 
18th-century chimneypieces, in particular a magnificent white Carrera marble chimney -
piece with centred Apollo mask flanked by swags and volutes, possibly 1740, and two
scagliola chimneypieces in the style of Bartoli and Richter. The Group then visited the
Dowager’s suite of Wyatville rooms hung with hand painted Chinese wallpaper. Furniture
of note included a green painted and gilt wood 18th-century Venetian commode with pair
of corner cabinets en suite, a pair of ormolu mounted and ebonized small Regency sofas,
which as one of the Group remarked ‘fit into the pattern of smart ebonized or lacquer furni -
ture for which this house is renowned’. There was also a fine Gillows walnut and amboyna
dining table, and an intriguing green japanned and parcel gilt cushion mirror with shaped
crest attributed as late Carolean. From these rooms the Group proceeded to the pink, green
and yellow Billiard Room redecorated by Lord Bath in the 1960s with its ‘Ages of History’
mural and bookcases by Stephane Boudin. In this room there was a number of interesting
pieces, an amazing Elizabethan stone chimneypiece, one of only three remaining at 
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Long leat (the other two respectively in the Great Hall and the shop!), an Elizabethan oak
refec tory table formerly owned by Sir Walter Raleigh who was related to the Thynne family
by marriage and lived in a neighbouring village, an ebonized and walnut table dated 2nd
quarter of the 18th century with wonderful inlaid 17th-century mother-of-pearl panels. The
Group then proceeded to an area entitled ‘Formative Footprints’, another example of Lord
Bath’s artwork, where there was an opportunity to view two lacquer coffers, one early 
18th-century Japanese, the other 17th-century Chinese, and a set of four Venetian armchairs
in the style of Andrea Brustolon. The tour culminated in Lord Bath’s private suite of rooms,
the Drawing Room, Dining Room, and Pillar Library; decorative arts of note were a pair of
William IV cut-glass 5-branch candelabra and a pair of Gillow burr walnut side cabinets in
French Louis XV style. 

Our special thanks to Dr Kate Harris and Ruth Jones from Longleat and William Lorimer
and Sarah Medlam for organizing and leading such a rich and varied study day.

Sara Nicholls

Furniture Gallery,  Victoria & Albert Museum, 28 November 2012

Members of the Society had the privilege of visiting the newly completed Furniture Gallery
in the Victoria & Albert Museum a mere twelve hours after the official launch party the
night before, and two days ahead of the public opening. We were met by Curators Nick
Humphrey and Leela Meinertas. Both were understandably tired, but expressed their
comfort in the fact that the tour was for the FHS, and essentially therefore ‘family’. 

The background to the wonderful new gallery was explained. The representation of the
ceramic galleries in 2009/10, with the use of highly space efficient displays, gave rise to the
availability of this space to house the first ever gallery of its kind in the world dedicated to
the making of western furniture. Such a gallery was first conceived ten years earlier by
Christopher Wilk, Keeper of the Department. The space was originally created by Aston
Webb in 1909, and the project, like so many others in the Museum’s Future Plan (now in its
second decade) has enabled the revelation and restoration of the architectural shell to its
early twentieth century architectural appearance, with its beautiful teak parquet flooring
duly restored. Expertly fitted into the Gallery, the new cases and plinths for the display of
objects are executed in black timber, which discretely hide all the essential services and
environmental controls, and therefore not impacting on the original architectural shell. 

The Gallery contains over 200 objects, ranging in date from the 1400s to the present day.
Nick and Leela deftly explained the layout of the Gallery, with its central islands displaying
superlative examples in a chronology, creating the backbone of the display. Just one
example from this area was the Master’s Chair from the Worshipful Company of Joiners
and Sealers, appropriately sophisticated in its construction and execution considering the
organisation for which it was made, and still owned, being on loan to the Museum. As a
chair of authority it is very grand, and the luxurious carving bears close comparison to one
of the designs in Chippendale’s Director of 1754. 

As well as a few choice loans there are also many objects from the Museum’s own collec -
tions which have been in long-term storage. These objects are now given pride of place in
the remaining displays which range around the walls of the Gallery, exploring up to sixteen
different techniques used in the production of furniture. One such object is the princely
ebony cabinet with its glittering gilt-bronze mounts, acquired by the Museum which was
formerly in the Rothschild collection at Mentmore Towers. 

As a vehicle for explaining many of the techniques employed, the project involved the
com mis sioning of new pieces by craftsmen as far afield as Japan. These include Dan
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Mifsud’s reproduction of a section of a French commode, exploded apart to illustrate the
con struction, displayed adjacent to the original piece of furniture. Another example is
Arlington Conservation’s reproduction of a William Kent chair, with cutaways of the
upholstery expertly demonstrating the complex systems used in order to obtain the correct
profiles of a seat. These pieces are supplemented further by six short films specially com -
missioned for the Gallery, which explain other techniques such as Yannick Chastang’s pro -
ducing a panel of Boulle marquetry. A further feature of the Gallery is a series of seven
small displays charting the work of a particular individual, almost as hero sections. These
include Chippendale, Roentgen, Frank Lloyd Wright and Eileen Gray. 

Everywhere in the Gallery the interpretation is of the highest quality, from the touch
screens on which visitors can explore the longer catalogue entries for the objects on display
or look up more information on a particular theme, to the central ‘space age’ touch screen
console with an interactive plan of the Gallery supported with touch sensitive blocks of
materials such as plywood, which allows visitors to navigate around the space and go
straight to a particular area that interests them. A particularly enjoyable feature are the
audio recordings that accompany the seven portal displays, featuring monologues on each
maker, one by a curator and another by a contemporary practitioner. 

In summary, the new Furniture Gallery is a triumph and the Museum and all involved
in the project are to be heartily congratulated. We all left feeling inspired and elated by
what we had seen. The Gallery has raised the bar for furniture displays everywhere. The
use of high plinths which raise the pieces to a bench height at which the makers would have
experienced them, and the central displays allow pieces to be viewed in the round, so that
the back of a piece can be appreciated as much as the front, must surely convert the casual
visitor to the cause of furniture, swelling the numbers of fellow ‘wood worms’ like the
Furniture History Society everywhere. 

Matthew Hirst

The Oliver Ford Trust and Tom Ingram Memorial Fund

In line with one of its roles — the promotion of interest in interior design — the Oliver Ford
Trust has generously expressed the desire to sponsor a place on each FHS study weekend
or foreign tour. Applicants should either be a student with a particular interest in interiors,
or a junior museum professional. Applications from non-members will be considered.
Grants will be awarded via the Tom Ingram Fund, to which candidates should apply.

The Tom Ingram Memorial Fund makes grants towards travel and other incidental
expenses for the purpose of study or research into the history of furniture (a) whether or
not the applicant is a member of the Society; (b) only when the study or research is likely
to be of importance in furthering the objectives of the Society; and (c) only when travel
could not be undertaken without a grant from the Society. Applications towards the cost of
FHS foreign and domestic trips and study weekends are particularly welcome from
scholars. Successful applicants are required to acknowledge the assistance of the Fund in
any resulting publications and must report back to the Panel on completion of the travel or
project. All applications should be addressed to Adriana Turpin, Secretary to the Fund at
39 Talbot Road, London W2 5JH, Turpinadriana@hotmail.com, who will also supply
application forms for the Oliver Ford Trust grants on request. Please remember to send an
s.a.e. with any request.

The committee requests that applications for study trips be made well in advance of the
final deadline for acceptance — preferably at least one month before.
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Copy Deadline

The deadline for receiving material to be published in the next Newsletter is 15 March. Copy
should be sent, preferably by email, Elizabeth Jamieson ea.jamieson@tiscali.co.uk or posted
to Elizabeth Jamieson, 10 Tarleton Gardens, Forest Hill, London SE23 3XN.
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